
Summer School 2016: 
Webinars
This July, tune in to Redcliffe College as we broadcast live webinars from our Summer 
School programme, covering subjects on our MA in Contemporary Missiology,  
MA in Global Leadership in Intercultural Contexts, and MA in Member Care.

Third Culture Kids
Wednesday 13 July, 09.00 BST  Part of the MA in Member Care module, ‘The Mission Worker as a Person’

The session assumes a working knowledge of the basic issues relating to TCKs. Marion Knell will focus on life-time issues 
for TCKs, appropriate responses, tools a resources, skills for teaching about TCKs and informing the  wider community.

Register: https://redcliffe.zoom.us/webinar/register/720c6b5e9513934e7510d14dfea9e911

Missiological Documents
Monday 4 July, 10.00 BST   Part of the MA in Contemporary Missiology, MA in Global Leadership & MA in Member Care

Guest lecturers Rosalee Velloso Ewell and John Baxter-Brown (both of the World Evangelical Alliance) take us through 
some of the key missiological documents of the last 40 years, including WEA, WCC and Lausanne, helping identify key 
themes and developments.

Register: https://redcliffe.zoom.us/webinar/register/d8061c44e5493a6134538d7d4481ef37

Critical Reading, and Using Internet Resources
Monday 4 July, 15.00 BST   Part of the MA in Contemporary Missiology, MA in Global Leadership & MA in Member Care

We continue to explore the basics of conducting missiological research at postgraduate level. Learn how we interact with 
resources, and use them to add appropriate value to our study. 

Register: https://redcliffe.zoom.us/webinar/register/5fe8edb0b4ddf6d3cde7dc3c8da9331e

Quantative and Qualitative Research
Wednesday 4 July, 09.00 BST  Part of the MA in Contemporary Missiology, MA in Global Leadership & MA in Member Care

Demonstrating a deep understanding of both qualitative and quantitative research will be essential to the success of your 
study. Get involved in a morning of digging deep into the implications for your work.

Register: https://redcliffe.zoom.us/webinar/register/0733508246af7e178c34be5db4a05ad8

Integral Mission in Europe
Tuesday 12 July, 11.00 BST  Part of the MA in Contemporary Missiology, observing a specialism in European Mission

Explore how understandings about mission and specifically the relationship between evangelism and social responsibility have 
evolved among Evangelicals and discuss the relevance of this understanding to the practice of Christian mission in Europe.

Register: https://redcliffe.zoom.us/webinar/register/0fae5004278285234ac87b605f06faf5

Church Planting
Wednesday 13 July, 09.00 BST  Part of the MA in Contemporary Missiology, observing a specialism in European Mission

For some church planting is the primary means by which the Kingdom of God grows; for others it is divisive and inherently 
imperialistic. What are the theological foundations for church planting in today’s Europe?

Register: https://redcliffe.zoom.us/webinar/register/b8242feacf20446f8c34be5db4a05ad8

Introduction to Complexity
Wednesday 13 July, 09.30 BST  Part of the MA in Global Leadership

We believe that complexity offers many insights for how to lead organisations and navigate change.  This session 
introduces some of those key insights and presupposes no knowledge of complexity but will a good introductory 
paper is available here http://c.ymcdn.com/sites/www.plexusinstitute.org/resource/collection/5fd4acef-7b50-4388-
a93e-109b0988049f/intro_to_crp_suchman_acfb945.pdf

Register: https://redcliffe.zoom.us/webinar/register/08d00999de0c323ad746f627e8486654



Election, Universalism and Particularity
Thursday 14 July, 11.00 BST  Part of the MA in Contemporary Missiology, from the module ‘Reading the Bible Missionally.’

Join Dr Tim Davy for this installment of his module, ‘Reading the Bible Missionally.’ Explore how the complex themes and 
theories of election, universalism and particularity affect our missional reading of Scripture.

Register: https://redcliffe.zoom.us/webinar/register/8a3e5b96de30d36a8c34be5db4a05ad8

Leadership Theories
Monday 18 July, 11.15 BST   Part of the MA in Global Leadership

To be able to understand how leadership is changing we believe it is vital to understand where it has developed from 
and how that has shaped the leadership of today.  This session will explore those roots and foster a discussion of 
influences.

Register: https://redcliffe.zoom.us/webinar/register/3f1ac1dfa69824c134538d7d4481ef37

Leadership: The Dark Side
Wednesday 20 July, 09.30 BST  Part of the MA in Global Leadership

Most people instinctively know what the term toxic leader means but understanding how toxicity develops, our 
own susceptibility to it and what its effects can be is vital in developing our awareness of the issue and our own self-
awareness. This session introduces some of those key insights and presupposes no knowledge of complexity but will 
a good introductory paper is available here https://emj.redcliffe.org/editions/the-toxic-mission-organisation-fact-or-
fiction-issue-2-october-2004/the-toxic-mission-organisationfiction-or-fact/

Register: https://redcliffe.zoom.us/webinar/register/6ce2e4aa4372b49d34538d7d4481ef37

HOW TO JOIN A REDCLIFFE WEBINAR
Please sign up for Redcliffe webinars by clicking the links at the bottom of each panel above, or 
visit www.redcliffe.ac.uk/events. It’s important that you sign up ahead of the webinar, so that 
we can ensure a prompt start to the session. 
Redcliffe delivers its webinars online via a small app or plugin called Zoom. The first time 
that you join us, you may be required to download a small, free piece of software on your 
laptop, tablet or smartphone to help you connect to the webinar. Alternatively, you can use a 
phone to listen in to the audio stream. Details will follow in an email, once your registration is 
complete.

Change and the Place of the Leader
Thursday 14 July, 09.30 BST  Part of the MA in Global Leadership

Theories acknowledging complexity in organisations often leave the leader looking impotent and powerless.  This 
session considers what the role of the leader can be whilst genuinely accepting complexity and unpredictability.  It is 
useful but not essential to have joined the prior session: Introduction to Complexity (above).

Register: https://redcliffe.zoom.us/webinar/register/618cfcb32bbd679d4ac87b605f06faf5

Faith in the European Project
Wednesday 13 July, 19.30 BST  Public Lecture 

We are joined by Dr Jonathan Chaplin, director of the Kirby Laing Institute for Christian Ethics, 
Cambridge, to explore, in the wake of the EU Referendum, the historical contribution of Christianity 
to the EU, and assess the current state of the Union in the light of Christian political principles.

Register: https://www.redcliffe.ac.uk/events


